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A Buffer Management Scheme for Packet Queues in MANET
Muhammad Aamir and Mustafa A. Zaidi
Abstract: We introduce a new scheme of buffer management to handle packet queues in Mobile Ad hoc Networks
(MANETs) for fixed and mobile nodes. In this scheme, we try to achieve efficient queuing in the buffer of a centrally
communicating MANET node through an active queue management strategy by assigning dynamic buffer space
to all neighboring nodes in proportion to the number of packets received from neighbors and hence controlling
packet drop probabilities. Our simulation study reveals that the proposed scheme is a way to improve the buffer
management for packet queues in MANET nodes in terms of packet loss ratio, transmission efficiency, and some
other important system parameters.
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1

Introduction

Mobile Ad hoc Network (MANET) is a network
with dynamic topology and mobile nodes. Due to
the dynamic nature of network, there is no central
control. Hence, nodes communicate with other nodes
through intermediate nodes. The intermediate nodes are
normal nodes in the same network and assume the
responsibility of forwarding packets on the route from
source to destination.
When different services are the part of some network,
it is necessary to give priority to the packets of delay
sensitive services such as Voice over IP (VoIP) and
video streaming applications. This is usually referred
as Quality of Service (QoS) implementation in a
network. When packets are processed according to their
assigned priority, more packets of the same or other
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services also arrive usually at QoS processing hops. In
this case, incoming packets are queued in buffer to
wait for their turn of processing. There are many
variations introduced in the research of QoS paradigm
about how these queues are managed at processing
hops. Moreover, the buffer size also plays an important
role in terms of number of packets that can be held in a
queue before dropping the newly arrived packets (a case
of buffer overflow)[1] .
The queue management scheme of Drop Tail has
been used for many years in which packets are dropped
when the buffer is full. The length of buffer is therefore
the main parameter that controls the packet drop in
this scheme. Later, Active Queue Management (AQM)
was introduced which is now prevailing in the network
world. In this scheme, the sending node is notified
before the queue is near to be completely filled so
that the sender can stop sending data or lower the rate
of data transmission. Meanwhile, the current length of
queue is shortened with the processing and de-queuing
of buffered packets. After a sufficient space is again
available in the queue, the source can be allowed to send
more packets for en-queuing in the buffer and further
processing[2] .
The AQM is mainly used in wired networks these
days where IPv4 packets are marked for their priorities
in Type of Service (ToS) byte of the packet header. Now
for the capable routers, Explicit Congestion Notification
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(ECN) is sent to packet sending sources through two
bits of the ToS byte. In this way, AQM is achieved
in the networks’ QoS implementations[3] . On the other
hand, the mobile and wireless networks still use Drop
Tail policies for packet queue management and the
efforts to achieve AQM in those networks are very
limited. It is observed when AQM is implemented
in the nodes of MANET, they still lack in efficient
queue management because packets are usually treated
from other wireless nodes only on the basis of
services and applications. On the other hand, MANET
nodes are resource constrained devices which have
limited battery life and memory/storage spaces. In
such conditions, data sent from sources which transmit
packets with less data rates does not get a fair share
in queues. However, such sources are not capable
to transmit packets with higher data rates due to
contention of nodes and interference areas on the
route. Taking it as an advantage, some other nodes
behave aggressively as they can send packets with
higher data rates to the destination node through
intermediate nodes. Therefore, they can occupy larger
space in the queues in unfair manner.
In this paper, we present a new scheme of buffer
management for packet queues in mobile ad hoc
networks for fixed and mobile nodes. Using this
scheme, we try to achieve efficient queuing in the
buffer of a centrally communicating MANET node
(we call it the queue management node or “QMN”)
through an active queue management strategy by
assigning dynamic buffer space to all neighboring
nodes in proportion to the number of packets received
from neighbors and hence controlling packet drop
probabilities. In the initialization phase, an equal buffer
space is allocated to all neighboring nodes which
enable every neighbor to have its share in the buffer
of QMN in fair terms. In addition to that, as our
suggested algorithm is triggered on the occurrence of a
selected incident, the allocation is dynamically adjusted
according to instantaneous share of neighbors in the
QMN’s buffer and the gap between the occupied and
allocated buffer space. More importantly, we also put
limits on maximum and minimum buffer space a single
node can occupy. In this way, a fair share in the buffer
is available to all neighbors around a MANET node
irrespective of packet transmission rates of neighboring
sources. Since all neighbors share the buffer space, we
can mention that no node can occupy the buffer in full
through aggressively sending packets with higher data

rate. A neighbor has its share in the QMN’s buffer till it
remains a neighbor of QMN.

2

Related Work

Kulkarni et al.[4] proposed and tested a queue
management scheme called PAQMAN against
traditional RED algorithm in IP networks. Their
proposed scheme works on predictive measurement of
queue size on the basis of traffic variations. The average
queue length is predicted for next specified interval
using recursive least square method and it determines
the packet drop probability in that interval. Their
simulation study in NS-2 depicts that the proposed
scheme provides better QoS evaluations as compared
to RED. The same scheme is tested by Kulkarni et
al.[5] on MANET environment and simulation study is
performed in NS-2 for packet loss and retransmission
efficiencies to check if the proposed scheme can work
in an energy-efficient manner. The simulation results
show that PAQMAN coupled with ECN can reduce
packet loss ratio and increase transmission efficiency
while introducing negligible overhead. Friderikos
and Aghvami[6] proposed “hop based queuing”
which is an active queue management scheme for
ad hoc networks. In this technique, the packet drop
probability is proportional to number of hops a packet
traverses. They indicate its advantages as reduction
in mean excess delay on MANET and protection of
buffer space from overflow due to such TCP flows
which travel through many wireless hops and become
unstable, i.e., the possibility of connection timeout
increases. Lutz et al.[7] focused on the assignment of
transmission frames with same number of transmission
slots per frame to a wireless node on a channel shared
with other nodes. They proposed a variation in such a
way that number of transmission slots (“weights”) can
be varied in different transmission frames. In this way,
throughput may be increased without compromising
“fairness” and packet losses due to collision may
also be mitigated. Chen and Bensaou[8] presented a
study for high speed networks about their survivability
in terms of fairness and packet loss problems with
Drop Tail queue management scheme. The authors
mentioned when TCP flows come across multiple
congested links in high speed networks working on
Drop Tail scheme, they face packet drop probability
unfairness and round trip time unfairness. On the other
hand, AQM schemes reduce the severity of above
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mentioned unfairness. Abbasov and Korukoglu[9]
improved the existing RED algorithm on networks and
the improvement is called Effective RED (ERED). It
has a few variations as compared to RED in the packet
drop function which produce better throughput and less
packet loss rate as compared to RED and some other
well known AQM schemes. It is shown by authors
through simulation study in NS-2. Dimitriou and
Tsaoussidis[10] proposed an active queue management
scheme called Size-oriented Queue Management
(SQM) in which the criterion is packet size. Hence, it
differentiates time-sensitive traffic and applies different
policies of scheduling and packet drop on separate
flows to increase the level of application satisfaction.
Our literature review identifies that considerable
work has been done on the matter of packet queue
management in both wired and wireless forms of
networks. Some good efforts have also been made in
this direction for MANET environments. However, a
highly responsive solution is required that can address
the packet drop issue of queue management in buffers
of MANET nodes.

3

Proposed Approach

We propose a scheme of buffer management for packet
queues in MANETs for fixed and mobile nodes. For a
MANET node, the packet queue is maintained in such
a way that an equal buffer space is allocated to each
neighboring source and an allowable extension is also
available to each neighbor to avoid any underutilization
of resources. The allocation is made in the buffer of a
centrally communicating MANET node and it is based
on number of packets received in the queue at node’s
buffer to utilize the buffer space efficiently without
any monopolization of some surrounding source. We
consider a MANET model working on Ad hoc Ondemand Distance Vector (AODV) routing protocol. It
is a reactive protocol in which sources get routes to
destinations when they demand for the same[11] . Nodes
only know their neighbors through routing table entries
and keep track of neighbors by exchanging HELLO
packets periodically.
We assume that we have a fixed node “QMN”
surrounded by four neighbors “Node 1” to “Node 4”
as shown in Fig. 1. There is another node, “Node 5”
which is not treated as a neighbor of QMN at initial
stage. The node QMN is analyzed in our model as
a queue management node, i.e., it is used to allocate

Fig. 1
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The considered MANET scenario.

buffer space to its neighbors according to our proposed
scheme. We let the buffer space of QMN to be 100
packets and it is considered empty at initial stage.
The node QMN allocates equal buffer space to all of
its neighbors in the initialization phase of allocation. If
“bs” is buffer space and “nn” is number of neighbors of
QMN, then for each neighbor, the allocated buffer space
“abs” is
bs
abs D
(1)
nn
In our considered case, each of the four neighboring
nodes gets the buffer space of 25 packets in
QMN. However, it is necessary to consider if a
neighboring node reaches its maximum allocation in
QMN but the space is left in the total buffer due to
the reason that one or more other neighbors are not
communicating or sending packets to QMN. Therefore,
if we restrict a node to an allocation of 25 packets but
the space is still left in the buffer, there is a chance
that resource would be underutilized. So we provide an
extension to each source which reaches or is about to
reach the assigned limit of 25 packets upto a portion of
residual buffer space, i.e., the instantaneous space left
in the buffer.
Here we assume that Node 1 has sent 25 packets
to QMN and reached the assigned limit in the buffer
space of QMN. However, a portion of the buffer space
of QMN is still unoccupied because other neighbors are
not sending packets to QMN or they are communicating
with lesser number of packets than their assigned limit
of 25 packets per neighbor. Therefore, for an effective
utilization of the remaining buffer space of QMN, we
determine the residual buffer space “rbs” and divide it
amongst all neighboring nodes in proportion to their
existing occupied buffer spaces. This division is logical
and it effectively reduces the allocated buffer space
for nodes which communicate with lesser numbers
of packets but increases the same for nodes which
stand equal or closer to their assigned buffer space
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limits. Therefore, we consider it fair at this stage
because it gives a fair share in the buffer of QMN
to nodes which communicate with higher numbers of
packets. The extended buffer space “ebs” allocated to
Node 1 is calculated through the relationship mentioned
in Eq. (2).


rbs
ebsNode1 D Pnn
 nn
(2)
i D1 i
Here i represents the index of the number series from
1 to number of neighbors. For better understanding, we
let instantaneous occupied spaces in the buffer of QMN
by the mentioned four neighbors be 25, 15, 22, and
14 packets from Node 1 to Node 4, respectively. As
25 packets is the maximum assigned limit at initial
stage, it indicates that Node 1 has reached its limit
whereas total occupied buffer space is 76 packets by
all neighboring sources, i.e., 24-packet buffer space
is currently unoccupied. Therefore, the algorithm with
our proposed scheme divides the residual buffer space,
i.e., 24 with a summation figure obtained by adding a
number series from 1 to number of neighbors. In our
considered case, it is 4. Therefore, it divides 24 by
10 (i.e., 4+3+2+1) and multiplies the result with the
largest number of the series which is 4 in our case. The
largest number is multiplied so that the largest share
from residual buffer space can be allocated to the node
having reached the assigned maximum limit. The floor
value is taken from the result and it is added to the
instantaneous buffer space occupied by Node 1. In our
considered case, 9 is added to 25 which extends the
maximum buffer space allocated to Node 1 and it now
becomes 34. Similarly, the neighbor that occupies the
largest buffer space in QMN after Node 1 is Node 3
with 22 packets. It is about to reach its assigned limit of
25 packets in QMN. Therefore, our proposed scheme
should provide it an extension in the buffer space. For
Node 3, the calculatedebs is 
rbs
 .nn 1/
(3)
ebsNode3 D Pnn
i D1 i
From Eq. (3), we can check that 24 is divided by 10
as before but the result is multiplied with the second
largest number of the series which is 3 (i.e., 4 1)
in our case. Here it shows that the series nn, nn 1,
nn 2,    , 1 effectively contains normalization factors
along with the summation of neighbors’ indices for the
proposed buffer allocation scheme. The multiplication
factor nn of Eq. (2) is replaced by nn 1 for Node
3. The floor value is taken from the result and it is
added to the instantaneous buffer space occupied by

Node 3. In our considered case, 7 is added to 22
which also extends the maximum buffer space allocated
to Node 3 and it now becomes 29. It shows that an
extension is also provided to Node 3 in fair means as
it is about to reach its maximum allocated space. In
similar fashion, allocated buffer spaces for Node 2 and
Node 4 are also adjusted and their new allocations
are 19 and 18 packets respectively. The multiplication
factor nn of Eq. (2) is replaced by nn 2 for Node 2
and nn 3 for Node 4. We can see that the maximum
allowable buffer space is decreased for both nodes
but it is fair against adjusting the same for neighbors
communicating with higher numbers of packets. After
all, we have to keep the total buffer space in QMN
limited to 100 packets (i.e., 34+19+29+18) according
to our consideration. The rationale behind dividing rbs
with a summation of neighbors’ indices and multiplying
with components of the series of such indices is to
assign the higher calculated limits to the neighboring
nodes which are closer to assigned buffer space limits
in proportion to the number of packets received. It
can be seen that the proposed scheme assigns dynamic
buffer space to neighboring nodes proportional to the
number of packets received and hence controls packet
drop probabilities for them as discussed above.
An important consideration is how the algorithm
recalculates and maintains buffer space allocations for
neighbors when packets are varied, i.e., increased or
decreased while processed in the buffer. First of all,
we put limits on maximum and minimum buffer space
a single node can occupy. For this purpose, let us
assume that a neighboring node cannot get buffer
space of more than 40 packets in QMN so that it
cannot misuse the buffer through aggressive mode of
sending packets. Similarly, we put a lower limit of
15 packets so that a node cannot be ignored in the
buffer space when it is a neighbor of QMN. Let
us assume that the instantaneous occupied spaces in
the buffer of QMN by the mentioned four neighbors
are now 27, 18, 25, and 18 packets from Node 1
to Node 4, respectively. It means that Node 4 has
now reached its last updated and assigned limit of
18 packets whereas total occupied buffer space is
88 packets by all neighbors, i.e., 12 packet buffer
space is now unoccupied. Since one of the nodes has
reached its assigned limit, the algorithm triggers again,
recalculates buffer space allocations for neighbors as
discussed above, and assigns corresponding limits
to neighbors. After recalculation for the mentioned
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scenario, we get 30, 21, 27, and 22 packets as newly
assigned buffer space limits from Node 1 to Node
4, respectively. The calculations are made and buffer
allocations are adjusted only when a neighboring node
approaches the assigned upper limit of buffer space
in QMN so that the overhead of proposed scheme
remains acceptable. In this way, dynamic buffer space
is assigned to neighboring nodes proportional to the
number of packets received and accordingly packet
drop probabilities are controlled. The working of
algorithm is mentioned in Algorithm 1.
When number of neighbors is changed at an instant,
i.e., a new neighbor appears and it is notified to
QMN, the proposed scheme immediately reconfigures
assigned buffer spaces in such a way that equal
share is allocated to all neighbors including the new
one. However, it does not affect the current occupancy
of packets and the new neighbor has to wait for
processing of packets in the queue until the space
is available equal to its initially assigned limit in
QMN. During this waiting period, the more incoming
packets from existing neighbors are dropped by QMN
after they reach their corresponding maximum limits
until the new neighbor holds its share in the buffer
of QMN according to its initially assigned limit. After
that, the process continues as discussed before and the
buffer space is dynamically adjusted and allocated to all
existing neighbors according to instantaneous share of
neighbors in the QMN’s buffer and the gap between the
occupied and allocated buffer spaces. On the other hand,
when a neighboring node is moved away and it is no
more a neighbor of the QMN then an additional portion
of the buffer is available for existing neighbors. In
this condition, the proposed scheme simply checks the
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buffer space available against removal of the neighbor
and allocates equal share of the space to existing
neighbors. In this way, maximum limit of currently
allocated buffer space is effectively increased for each
existing neighbor. For better understanding again, we
assume that Node 5 mentioned in Fig. 1 has now
become a neighbor of QMN as shown in Fig. 2.
When QMN is notified about this neighbor after
receiving HELLO message from Node 5, the proposed
scheme reconfigures assigned buffer spaces in such
a way that equal share is allocated to all neighbors
including Node 5. Let current allocated spaces from
Node 1 to Node 4 be 30, 21, 27, and 22 packets,
respectively. Moreover, let current occupied spaces
from Node 1 to Node 4 be 27, 18, 25, and 18
packets, respectively. These values are considered in
continuation to the last updated status of buffer spaces
discussed above. Now when Node 5 is also considered
as a neighbor of QMN for the first time, the buffer
space is divided into updated number of neighbors
which is now 5. A buffer space of 20 packets is now
to be assigned as the maximum allocated limit to each
neighboring node. However, as the current occupied
spaces are 27 and 25 packets in case of Node 1 and
Node 3, respectively, Node 5 has to wait for processing
of packets in the queue until space is available equal to
its initially assigned limit of 20 packets in the QMN’s
buffer. During this waiting period, more incoming
packets from Node 1 and Node 3 are dropped until they
reach their new maximum limits of 20 packets each
and Node 5 holds its own share of 20 packets in the
buffer. At the same time, the buffer can accept 2 packets
each from Node 2 and Node 4 in the queue as their new
allocated limits are 20 packets whereas they possess an

Algorithm 1 For each instance of a node approaching the
assigned limit of buffer space
1- Calculate total instantaneous buffer space occupied.
2- Determine gap between assigned limit and buffer space occupied by each
node.
3- Arrange the gap values in ascending order with corresponding nodes.
4- Obtain sum of number series (1 ! number of neighbors “nn”) say “Sum” .
5- Obtain difference between total buffer space and total buffer space
occupied, i.e., residual buffer space “rbs”.
6- Calculate (rbs / Sum) * nn and add it to buffer space occupied by the node
with the least gap available through Step 3.
7- Calculate (rbs / Sum) * (nn 1) and add it to buffer space occupied by the
node with the gap more and closer than the least available through Step 3.
8- Repeat Step 7 for all remaining neighbors with decreasing value of “nn” by
“1” each time and selecting nodes with respect to increasing values of gaps
available through Step 3.
9- Assign calculated buffer spaces to corresponding nodes as new buffer space
allocations.

Fig. 2

The QMN node surrounded by five neighbors.
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instantaneous space of 18 packets each. After that, the
process continues as discussed before and buffer space
is dynamically adjusted and allocated to all existing
neighbors according to instantaneous share of neighbors
in the QMN’s buffer and the gap between the occupied
and allocated buffer space. The algorithm is shown in
Algorithm 2.
We apply in the proposed scheme an active queue
management approach to notify a neighboring sender
when its assigned limit is about to reach in the buffer
of QMN. Upon receiving this notification, the neighbor
can stop sending data or decrease the rate of sending
data so that the current occupied space allocated to
that particular sender can be made sufficiently available
again after processing and de-queuing of packets from
the QMN’s buffer. After a sufficient space is again
available in the queue for that particular neighbor, it can
increase the packet sending rate. The use of AQM in this
scheme is very useful to avoid packet losses because
a sender gets an alert to decrease sending packets
on the expected occurrence of reaching its assigned
buffer space limit until a recalculated buffer space is
provided to accommodate more packets in the queue
from that source. For this purpose, we apply ECN in the
packet header sent from QMN to its neighbor during
the exchange of routing information to keep updated
routing tables. In our analysis mentioned in the next
section, we use a threshold value of 0.9, i.e., QMN
sends ECN enabled packets to the neighbor when 90%
of its allocated space in the buffer is occupied. When the
neighbor is notified about congestion through this ECN
information, it immediately responds by making its
congestion window one tenth of the existing width. In
this way, early notification of congestion is made
possible through our AQM applied scheme which
minimizes packet losses and improves transmission
efficiency in the network.
It can be seen that the proposed scheme reflects the
approach of max-min fairness algorithm. The max-min
fairness algorithm gives priority to data flows having
minimum flow rate. However, our proposed method
Algorithm 2 For each instance of appearance of a new
neighbor
1- Calculate total instantaneous buffer space occupied by each node.
2- Increase neighbor count ‘nn’ by ‘1’.
3- Divide total buffer space by ‘nn’.
4- Assign calculated buffer spaces (equal space values obtained through step
3) to all neighbors including the new one as updated buffer space allocations.

focuses on buffer space and gives priority to packets
coming from those nodes having more contribution
in the communication as compared to others. Now
we turn our attention towards the matters of traffic
bursts and QoS requirements. The packet bursts can be
observed by QMN either from a genuine contributor
or from some misbehaving node in the MANET. The
application of maximum buffer space limit is the
first step towards protecting QMN’s buffer form burst
of packets coming from a neighbor. Moreover, it is
usually expected that a genuine neighbor will not
always or continually occupy the space in QMN’s
buffer equal to the maximum limit applied. If it is
the case with some neighbor, it is possibly be a
misbehaving node and our scheme should have some
solution of this problem. Therefore, we design an
observation window with certain time intervals and an
algorithm is programmed to observe nodes (neighbors)
which occupy the maximum buffer space limit in
QMN. If a neighbor is found having occupied maximum
buffer space limit for three consecutive observation
intervals, we treat it as a misbehaving node for which
the buffered packets are dropped and the assigned
buffer space limit of that certain neighbor is forced
to become the minimum, i.e., 15 packets in the
QMN’s buffer. The recently available buffer space, that
becomes free as a result of drop of the buffered packets
of misbehaving node, is distributed amongst remaining
nodes (neighbors) in equal manner.
Even if the identified neighbor is not an intentional
misbehaving node, the observation that it occupies
maximum buffer space limit in QMN for three
consecutive observation intervals gives an idea that
this neighbor is becoming a cause of congestion,
therefore the traffic drop of that particular node
is reasonable. Moreover, a genuine neighbor would
certainly respond to ECN signals and stop sending
heavy traffic in a continuous mode. As a result, the
processing of packets would leave more space available
to the node in QMN’s buffer and hence chances of
reaching the maximum limit are reduced. Even in this
condition, if a neighbor is occupying the buffer space
with maximum limit for three consecutive observation
intervals then it must be a problematic node with
misbehavior or congestion. The algorithm is shown in
Algorithm 3.
We avoid any disconnection of the node from
MANET since this neighbor can be a genuine
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Algorithm 3 For each instance of identification of a
misbehaving node
1- Drop buffered packets of misbehaving node (neighbor).
2- Force the assigned buffer space of misbehaving node to become to the
minimum limit to be assigned to a neighbor.
3- Distribute the available buffer space (due to recent packet drops) amongst
other neighbors in equal manner.
4- Apply the updated buffer space allocations.

node trying to establish the communication with
QMN. Therefore, it can build up its allocated buffer
space limit by communicating again with QMN and the
rest is done according to the designed scheme of buffer
space allocation. The sketch of observation window is
given in Fig. 3.
It is shown in Fig. 3 that observation intervals
are named as tobs1 ; tobs2 ; and tobs3 for which the
algorithm waits before checking the occupancy of
nodes (neighbors) in the buffer of QMN. Intermediate
intervals between tobs1 and tobs2 , and tobs2 and tobs3
also exist during which the buffer occupancy of nodes
is actually checked after an observation interval is
passed. These intermediate intervals also provide an
extra space of time to neighbors so that they might get
a chance to get rid of maximum buffer space occupancy
in QMN (if observed) by making use of this margin
of time. Each intermediate interval is not more than
0.25 times of an observation interval. Moreover, the
observation intervals are equal in length, i.e., tobs1 D
tobs2 D tobs3 : If a neighbor is found having occupied
maximum allowable buffer space (determined as 40
packets in our work) during tobs1 ; tobs2 ; and tobs3 along
with two intermediate intervals in consecutive manner,
the buffered packets of such a node is dropped from the
QMN’s buffer in excess of 15-packet buffer space which
is the minimum configured limit of buffer space in our
work.
The quality of service requirements of nodes
can be treated in the considered model in a way
that the processing of packets in the buffer can
be implemented through any applied scheduling

Fig. 3 Sketch of the observation window to determine
misbehaving nodes.
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mechanism of QoS. However, it applies on the packet
de-queuing phase in the buffer. The proposed scheme
deals with allocations of buffer space (which is actually
the packet en-queuing phase in the buffer) and not
with the processing and priorities of packets. However,
nodes with high QoS requirements normally tend to
deliver more packets which increase node’s contribution
in the communication and hence this scheme would
automatically offer more buffer space to such a node
(neighbor). A point to clarify here is that we treat each
neighbor equally for packet en-queuing phase in the
buffer and allocate buffer spaces in accordance with
numbers of packets received. However, if a neighbor
is dealing with some delay sensitive application
then it is expected to send packets with markings
of priorities. Any implemented QoS mechanism (if
applied) in QMN can then process the buffer according
to the priorities of packets. In fact, the implementation
of QoS mechanism is not an integral part of the
proposed scheme, but if it is applied for the packet dequeuing phase then the overall processing of packets
can become capable to treat neighboring nodes in a QoS
aware manner.

4

Performance Evaluation

We compare in this section the performance of our
proposed scheme with Drop Tail queue management
and another active queue management scheme with
AODV routing scenarios created in the simulator
in terms of packet loss ratios and transmission
efficiencies. The active queue management scheme
selected to be compared with our proposed scheme
is ECN enabled PAQMAN[12] . We find that despite
being an efficient scheme, a limitation of PAQMAN
is its predictive nature. It predicts the queue length
in next prediction interval in terms of the average of
queue lengths obtained in sampling intervals within
the current prediction interval. However, the prediction
may not be accurate because a possibility always exists
that there can be a major difference in numbers of
packets received in two consecutive intervals. In this
case, the packet drop probability may give unexpected
results by dropping higher numbers of packets or the
inefficient utilization of resources. The responsiveness
of PAQMAN is highly dependent on the value of
prediction interval. For shorter intervals, the scheme
is more responsive but increases the computational
overhead[4, 12] . On the other hand, the responsiveness
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of our proposed scheme works with the current buffer
utilization and the algorithm triggers when a sender
reaches its assigned upper limit of buffer space and
recalculates buffer space allocations for neighbors.
For evaluation purpose, we consider a MANET
with 50 nodes in a hybrid environment of application
usage. We first obtain the packet loss ratio in 50node scenario where a particular node is selected as
QMN in the unit of 5 nodes and other 4 nodes are its
neighbors. It means that we have 10 QMN nodes in our
scenario and each of them is surrounded by 4 different
neighbors. The applications we use are VoIP, FTP,
Database, and Web services. The buffer space in each
node is configured as 100 packets and network traffic
model is Poisson distribution model. The packet loss
ratio is first obtained in 50-node scenario for different
flow arrival rates mentioned in Table 1.
The comparison in Table 1 indicates that our
proposed scheme works better in terms of packet loss
ratio as compared to Drop Tail and PAQMAN schemes
for tested flow arrival rates. On the flow arrival rate of
25 Mbps, we observe that Drop Tail is slightly better
than PAQMAN which indicates that PAQMAN may
be beaten by Drop Tail in low congestion cases. We
can mention that as flow arrival rate increases, there
are more incidents of congestion due to more packet
transmissions. Therefore, the packet loss ratio in all
schemes generally increases with the rise in flow arrival
rate.
We now increase the number of nodes in MANET
and tested two more scenarios with 150 and 250
nodes. We make the same analysis to check the
performance of our proposed scheme in dense
environments where chances of congestion increase.
The comparisons in Table 2 and Table 3 indicate
that our proposed scheme remains better in terms
of packet loss ratio as compared to Drop Tail and
PAQMAN schemes for tested flow arrival rates in the
case of scenarios with 150 and 250 nodes. In Figs. 4Table 1

Table 2

Packet loss ratio in 150-node scenario.

Flow arrival rate
(Mbps)
10
25
35
45
54
Table 3

Drop Tail
0.09
0.31
0.42
0.54
0.61

Packet loss ratio
PAQMAN
Proposed
0.08
0.06
0.28
0.17
0.32
0.22
0.38
0.29
0.46
0.38

Packet loss ratio in 250-node scenario.

Flow arrival rate
(Mbps)
10
25
35
45
54

Drop Tail
0.11
0.34
0.48
0.59
0.64

Packet loss ratio
PAQMAN
Proposed
0.09
0.07
0.30
0.24
0.35
0.29
0.46
0.34
0.51
0.43

6, we present the observed transmission efficiencies of
configured network in tested scenarios of 50, 150, and
250 MANET nodes.
We analyze in Figs. 4-6 the transmission efficiencies
in MANET of our configured 50-node, 150-node,
and 250-node scenarios to check the performance of
proposed scheme in light as well as dense environments
of high congestion. The comparisons show that
our proposed scheme provides better transmission
efficiency in MANET as compared to Drop Tail and
PAQMAN schemes for tested flow arrival rates. We
can mention that with the increase of flow arrival
rate, more congestion occurs in the network because
of more packet transmissions. Therefore, the overall
transmission efficiency in the network in all schemes

Packet loss ratio in 50-node scenario.

Flow arrival rate
(Mbps)
10
25
35
45
54

Drop Tail
0.06
0.23
0.36
0.41
0.56

Packet loss ratio
PAQMAN
Proposed
0.05
0.03
0.24
0.11
0.29
0.19
0.33
0.26
0.45
0.31

Fig. 4 Flow arrival rate vs. transmission efficiency in 50node scneario.
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Fig. 5 Flow arrival rate vs. transmission efficiency in 150node scneario.
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also increase the buffer space in each node upto 500
packets as we generate heavy VoIP traffic with large
numbers of packets. Network traffic model is again
Poisson distribution model.
We analyze in Figs. 7-9 the throughput, end-to-end
delay, and jitter respectively of VoIP application in
MANET of our configured 50-node, 150-node, and
250-node scenarios to check the impact of proposed
method on some important system parameters under
DiffServ implementation of QoS packet markings. The
comparisons show that our proposed scheme, in
conjunction with DiffServ implementation of QoS
packet markings, provides better throughput, end-toend delay, and jitter of VoIP application in MANET
under configured settings as compared to Drop Tail and

Fig. 7

Throughput of voice over IP application.

Fig. 6 Flow arrival rate vs. transmission efficiency in 250node scneario.

generally decreases with the rise in flow arrival rate.
We check in the next phase of simulation analysis,
the outcome of proposed scheme using QoS markings
of high priority VoIP packets. As mentioned before,
the proposed scheme deals with allocations of buffer
space (which is actually the packet en-queuing phase
in the buffer) and not with the processing and priorities
of packets. Although the implementation of QoS
mechanism is not an integral part of the proposed
scheme, but if it is applied for the packet de-queuing
phase then the overall processing of packets can
become capable to treat neighbors in a QoS aware
manner. Therefore, in order to check the impact on
some QoS related system parameters, we mark packets
of different applications for their priorities under
DiffServ implementation[1] . The VoIP packets are given
the highest priority[13] and we check throughput, endto-end delay, and jitter of the service as compared to
other tested schemes, i.e., Drop Tail and PAQMAN. We

Fig. 8

Packet end-to-end delay in voice over IP application.

Fig. 9

Packet end-to-end jitter in voice over IP application.
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PAQMAN schemes for tested flow arrival rates. We
can mention that with the increase of flow arrival rate,
more congestion occurs in the network because of more
packet transmissions. Therefore, the overall throughput
decreases whereas end-to-end delay and jitter of VoIP
application generally increase in all schemes with the
rise in flow arrival rate.
Finally, in order to estimate the overhead of our
proposed scheme, we first calculate total number of
control packets of AODV used for communications
among the MANET nodes using our 50-node scenario
with simple Drop Tail scheme. Later, we calculate total
number of control packets of AODV routing protocol
and control packets of our proposed scheme for the
same scenario of communications among the MANET
nodes. We find that there is about 4% increase in
the total number of control packets in MANET due
to our proposed scheme. It is acceptable for large
MANETs. In fact, the overhead of proposed scheme
depends on the frequency of packet sending rates
from neighbors as rapid changes in the buffer space
allocations in QMN trigger the respective algorithms
repeatedly in quick manner. Moreover, quick changes
in numbers of neighbors around QMN also trigger
the algorithms frequently. This processing overhead
introduced by the proposed scheme is however
overcome by the efficient and well-distributed buffer
space allocations during packet en-queuing phases and
hence we obtain reduced losses and end-to-end delays
with better transmission efficiency. Therefore, we can
mention that the proposed scheme is still an efficient
buffer management scheme to handle packet queues
in mobile ad hoc networks for improved queuing in
MANET nodes.

5

Conclusions and Future Work

We present in this paper a new scheme of buffer
management to handle packet queues in mobile ad
hoc networks for fixed and mobile nodes. In this
scheme, we obtain improved queuing in a MANET
node through an active queue management process by
assigning the dynamic buffer space to all neighboring
nodes proportional to the number of packets received
and hence controlling packet drop probabilities. In
the initialization phase, an equal buffer space is
allocated to all neighboring nodes which enable every
neighbor to have its share in the buffer of the node
in fair terms. Later, when the proposed algorithm is

triggered on the occurrence of a selected incident,
the allocation is dynamically adjusted according to
the instantaneous share of neighbors in the node’s
buffer and the gap between the occupied and allocated
buffer space. We also put limits on maximum and
minimum buffer space a single neighbor can occupy
in the node’s buffer and a neighbor has its share
till it remains a neighbor of the node. Simulation
study indicates that the proposed scheme is a way
of getting improved buffer management for packet
queues in mobile ad hoc network nodes. We simulated
this scheme for packet loss ratios and transmission
efficiencies in 50-node, 150-node, and 250-node
scenarios and compared its performance with Drop
Tail and PAQMAN schemes. We also checked the
performance of proposed scheme in conjunction with
DiffServ implementation of QoS packet markings for
VoIP traffic in terms of throughput, packet end-toend delay, and jitter statistics and found it better as
compared to Drop Tail and PAQMAN schemes. In
future, we have a plan to further test this scheme
in MANETs having environments of higher numbers
of nodes, high mobility, more applications, and more
variations of flow arrival rates. We also aim to reduce
the overall processing overhead of proposed scheme
through modifications in suggested algorithms.
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